Wintley Phipps To Speak at CALLED Convention

Wintley Phipps-pastor, recording artist, and founder of the U.S. Dream Academy supported by Oprah Winfrey will begin our general session journey at the CALLED convention, June 28, Sunday evening at 7:00 p. m. with a focused message on character, which is the foundational quality for all effective and excellent ministry. Wintley Phipps says, "The focus, study and embrace of God's character is my life's greatest pursuit."

The quality of character along with evangelism, leadership, worship, management, scholarship, and relationship serve as benchmarks for professional growth from the initial call, through undergraduate theology and Master of Divinity education, internship, and continuing education. These seven qualities will be focused on at each general session.

This year Wintley Phipps also has a brand new book coming out, published by Tyndale entitled, "The Best Me I Can Be: A Powerful Prescription for Personal Transformation." In this book Wintley shares what he has learned (sometimes the hard way) about what it takes to become "the best me I can be."

This book is a highly insightful personal assessment tool that will tell you which of the eight keys God has placed deep within you to unlock your true character and reveal who you were born to become. The book also includes a FREE online assessment tool to reveal your personal strengths and areas for growth. The book will also help you
imagine what it would take for your life to be truly great-for you to become your best, most fulfilled person you dare to dream of.

Join him as he shares his insights and leads us on a path to change your focus from what you have and do to who you are. This is really important. After all, our characters will transcend earth into eternity with us. Don't miss opening night.

P.S. There are still spaces available at the regular rate until March 31.